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1 Introduction

This note is based on discussions with Pieter Ruys ( Tilburg University) and Ajit

Ranade ( Brown lJniversity), and the ideas as presented in Gilles and Ruys (1988)

and Gilles, Ruys and Shou Jilin ( 1988). In those papers it is argued that to describe

an economy properly, we have not only to take into account the individual charac-

teristics of the agents in the economy, but also the ~ocial atructure of the class of

agents. In other words: the economic agents not only have individual character-

istics, but also social characteristics. These social characteristics are expressed in

the social structure of the. class of agents in the economy. This structure therefore

imposes constraints on the economic behaviour of these agents. Hence by describing

these aocial agent9 properly, i.e, in ftill detail, we are able to describe the economy

properly.

The basic observation from (traditional) general equilibrium theory is that the

economy is mathematically described as a mapping from a certain class of agents

into a space of characteristics. This evidently implies that only the individual

or individualized characteristics and features of an agent are described in such a

formulation of an economy. Besides that there is also a minor inconsistency in such

a definition since a"class" of agents is usually a set or a atomle~a meaaure ~pace

of agents. Since an atomless measiire space of agents is a very rich structure, as

argued in Gilles ( 1987 and 1988), this contrasts with the totally unstructured set

of agents as used in the finite case.

It is our purpose to give a uniform description of an economy consisting of

social agents, i.e., we take into account as well individual as social characteristics

of the agents in the economy. Instead of using a set or a measure space of agents

we use as starting point of a formal definition of a.n economy, a socially structured

class or population of agents. Now the social environment of the agents is fully

described in this population. (This description of the social environment of the

agents in a space of characteristics, i.e., the social structure of the class of agents

in the economy, has already been examined by Gilles and Ruys (1988).) In order

to complete the description of the economy we now add a mapping from this pop-

1



1 INTROD UC1'IUN 2

ulation into a certain space of (individual or individualized) characteristics. Hence

we have extended the basic feature of the traditional model of an economy to our

generalized case of social agents.

It is possible that the social characteristics or environment as described in the

population is partially "explained" by the mapping into the space of individual or

individualized characteristics of the agents in that population. So we may say that

the social environment or structure of the population is explained by the individual

characteristics of the agents in the population. In other words: the aocial environ-

ment ia (partiallyJ individualized. This also expresses the common accepted notion

that social environment and individual preferences and behaviour are influencing

each other. The choice of your friends and position in society is dc.pending heavily

on your taste and preíerences, but otherwise your taste, preferences and demands

are also influenced severely by your position in society and especially by the be-

haviour and tastes of your friends. (In this context we also mention the work of

Ruys and Storcken (1986) on revealed preference theory in a social environment,

and a paper of Allen (1982) on acceptance of innovations in a socially structured

economy.)

Our first papers on the subject of using populations in describing economies,

or more general games, are addressing these features of the procedure as described

above. (See Gilles and Ruys (1988) and Gilles, Ruys and Shou .Iilin (1988).) There

these features are mainly díscussed in thr. context of a large pupulation, although

finite populations are not excluded in the definitions and theorems as such. However

the main application of this "interaction" of social and individiial characteristics in

those papers is the problem of coalition formation. It is argued that the formation

of (primitive) coalitions is much influenced by the position of agents in the social

structure of the population. More powerful agents are having more influence on

the formation of (primitive) coalitions. Especially in large populations this leads to

new equilibrium concepts for the case of cooperative behaviour.

In this note we will only study finite populatione.

First of all we remark that we will not address the question of coalition for-
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mation in this note. hor a detailed study of c~ooperative behavivur with social

constraints imposed by the social structure of the population we refer to a forth-

coming joint paper by Ranade and Gilles. There in the definition of core-like equi-

librium concepts and other cooperative solution concepts it is taken into account

that there are constraints imposed on the cooperative behaviour of the agents in

the (finite) population. Especially constraints in coalition formation are addressed

in that paper.

In this note we will mainly study the possible constraints that the social

structure of the population can impose on the non-cooperative or etrategic behaviour

of the agents in the ec~nomy. To do this properly we first have to study the positions

of the agents in a populati~n and the infiuence of that position on his~her behaviour

in the economy. (We therefore implicitly assume that the social characteristics of a

cectain agent in the population are mainly expressed in the position of that agent

in the social structure of the population.)

We describe the position of an agent in the social structure of the population

by introducing the concept of networkl. A network in a population describes a

certain class or group of agents, who have a powerful position with respect to

handling information in a societ,y, which is based on this particular population. It

is implicitly assumed that a network in a population describes a group of agents who

handle a certain cla~e or collection of information within society. Hence instead of

all kinds of inessages, we assume that a network only can handle certain information

or servicee. ( We remark that therefore we may also interpret a network as a kind

of guild, i.e., a class of agents which have the same trade and who supply the other

agents in the population or economy with a. certa.in service or commodity. Hence

we also conclude that there may he a large collection of networks in the population

or economy, all handling different commodities and services.)

Since the networks are describing the positions of the agents in the social

iWe remark that we use the term "network" not to express a flow-system on some distribution

system with nodes and edges, but we use this term for a totally new concept describing some group of

agents in a socially structured economy who have some special task and purpose in the distribution

of information and~or services. Hence we do not refer to the work on costs in networks of Sharkey

et al.
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structure of the economy, we base our definitions of "power" of agents in such

an economy on the agents position within the networks in the population of the

economy. We remark that certain agents may be member of several networks in

the population, ancl so these agents are potentially more powerful than the agents

who are member of only a limited ntimber of networks or of no networks at all. To

describe these positions of the agents properly, we define the concept of hierarchical

network .9yatem or HNS. The basic observation is that in a network there may exist

a class oï network-members who form a network within this network. Thia leads

to the observation that there exist hierarchical systems of networks, i.e., networks

in networks of networks in the population. So we are actually describing a social

system within the social structure in the economy.

Now economically it is quite plausible to assume that for a certain service or

commodity the,re exists a certain hierarchical network system (HNS), or for short

"system", which handles all information with respect to that particular service

or commodity. Within an economy, which is based on a population of socially

structured agents, there are many of these hierarchical network systems. All of

those systems are handling (possibly) different commodities, classes of information,

or services. It may also be possible that more systems are trying to handle the

same commodity, class of information, or service. An efficiency criterion is needed

to determine wliich system will prevail and ernerge as the most efi'icient HNS which

can handle this commodity, class of information or service. (In this version of this

discussion note we will not address this ef6ciency problem and only stick to a first

raugh description o[ this problem.)

The main interest oí this note is to define an index or measure which gives

a good approximation of the power of an individual agent in a certain population.

By the remarks made above it is clear that such an index or measure can only be

based on the position(s) of the agent in the collection of all hierarchica] network

systems in the economy, emerging from the population. Next we note that a priori

we do not know which HNS will emerge as the most efFicient to handle a certain

commodity or service, since this is only revealed a posteriori, i.e., after trade and

revelation of the individual characteristics of the agents in the economy. Hence
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the power index can only be based on prior information, i.e., only on the social

strncture of the pupulatiun, a.nd not on the individual characteristics uf the agents,

which are posterior information. (Iníormation is poaterior ií it is revealed during

or after trade.) So an index or measure which describes the approximate power

of an individual agent in the economy is a priori based on all hierarchical network

systems in the population, although a posteriori they may never be formed as such.

In this note we propose two prior power indices, i.e., based on all virtual

systems, which can be forined in the population. A priori this means that all

systems in the population can be formed with the eame probability. Hence the

two power indices as proposed in this note are of the same type as the famous and

well accepted Shapley-value in cooperative game theory. It is computed what

the power of an agent would be if a particular HNS is formed in the economy, and

next the expected power is measured, taking into account that all systems can be

formed with the same probability.

This note is organized as follows.

In the second section we will describe the model. We define the concepts of

(finite) populations, economies, and networks. Moreover we mention some results

as stated in Gilles and Ruys (1988) and Gilles, Ruys and Shou Jilin (1988) on

the existence of networks and communication between agents. Next we state some

new results dealing with the notion of networks in the specific situation of a finite

population. It turns out that networks in such a socially structured economy can

easily be constructed with the use of spanning trees. Mathematically these results

shed some new light on the structure of graphs. Such an anal,ysis of a graph as

perf~rmed in this p~ri.icular fashion is by my knowledRc not y~t. performed in graph

th eor,y.

[n the third section we come to the main basic principles of ineasuring power

of agents based on a priori information on hierarchical networks systems. First

of all we define the notion of network hierarchy and hierarchical network system

(HNS). Next we give the basic counting rule and the two power indices. These

power indices are called the V- and the W-index. Both are measuring the same
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aspects of the position of an agent in the social structure of the economy.

We complete this note with some examples and some remarks on the com-

parison of the two defined power indices. Moreover we make a first step towards

a formal comparison of these two power indices and the posterior analysis, which

HNS will emerge from the population to handle a certain commodity or service.

2 Finite populations and economies

We base our definition of an economy on two primitive concepts, namely a popu-

lation, which describes a class of economic agents endowed with a social structure,

and a characteristics space, for which we mostly take some topological space. (Nor-

mally we take the space P x Et, where P is the space of preferences endowed

with the topology of closed convergence, and E} is the non-negative orthant in the

B-dimensional Euclidea.n space. For details of this space we refer to Hildenbrand

(1974) and Grodal (1974).)

For the characteristics space we can also think of a finite set if we are dealing

with an econom,y with finitely many types. In order to satisfy these demands

of generality we denote the "space" of characteristics therefore by the symbol S.

Hence S can as well be a certain (finite) set or a topological space of characteristics.

In order to define an economy we however also need to describe the other

primitive notion, namely a population.

DeBnition 2.1 A pair (.A, V) is a(finíte~ population if

~ A is a finite set of economic agents ;

~ V C A x A is a symmetrác and irrefiexive relation on the set of agents A,

such that the graph (.A,V) is connected.

A mapping F: A -~ 2A is the relation mapping of (.A,V) if for every agent

a E A, F(a) is given as the set of directly related agents in (.A,V), i.e.,

F(a) :- {~3 E A~ (a„0) E V}
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Mathematically a population (A, V) is just a connected graph. Note that our def-

inition of a poprrlation is slightly different from the one that was given in Gilles

and Ruys ( 1988) and Gilles, Ruys and Shou Jilin ( 1988), where it is also allowed to

have infinite sets of agents and where the relation V is reflexive instead of irreflex-

ive. Moreover in the definition above it is already demanded that a population

is connected, i.e., from every agent to another there exists a communication path

in the population. The fact that an agent can communicate to himself is such a

trivial fact that we do not take them into account when formulating the demanda

on (A,V).

A population (A, V) describes a set or class of economic agents endowed with

a communication structure, which describes the social structure in the economy.

Hence the social structure is just dete.rmined by the communication possibilities

between two agents, i.e., are two agents directly related or not. That such a social

structure ( in this form) may have rnrrch influence on behaviour on agents is illus-

trated by Allen (1982), which describes the process of transmitting and accepting

innovations in an economy with limited relationships. In this context we note that

from the connectivity condition on a population (A, V) it follows that for every

agent a E.A it holds that F(cY) ~ ~, but that a~ F(a).

We remark that a direct relation between two agents, i.e., íor two agents

a,A E A we have (a,~i) E V, is of a much stronger order than just passing on

a message. We assume that such a direct relationship is expressing the notion of

reachability, i.e., two directly related agents can reach each other and hence make

contracts, while in the case where the communication path is longer this is not the

case. There only indirect communication is possible, i.e., communication through

other agents in the population. (Again we refer to Allen (1982) to illustrate this

comment. There it is implicitly assumed that only direct communication leads to

influence on decisions with respect to adoption of some innovation.)

This leads to the following definition of (indirect) communication, and a sum-

mary of one of the main results of Gilles and Ruys (1988) to the special case as

described above.
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DeHnition 2.2 Let (.A, V) be a population.

Two agents a, p E .A are able to communicate in (.A, V) if there exists a (finite~

sequence of agents ryl, ..., ryk E A, where k is an integer, such that the following

conditions are satisfied:

~ 7i -a;

~ ryk-Q;

~(1'i,1'ifi ) E V for j- 1, ... k 1.

The shortest sequence of agents which establishes communication óetween the two

agents a,Q E A is called the communication line óetween a and (j in (A,V).

The applica.tion of the main result of Gilles and Ruys (1988) to the special case as

described above can be formulated as íollows:

Lemma 2.3 For any population (A,V) it holds that there exists a communication

line between any two of agents in .A.

PROOF

Let (A, V) be a population.

Note that if we endow the finite set .A with the discrete topology, then it is a compact

topological space. Mareover, since the graph (.A, V) is connected, it follows that

(A, V) is component-connected in the sense of definition 3.4 of Gilles and Ruys

(1988). Hence by application of corollary 3.6 of Gilles and Ruys (1988) we arrive at

the conclusion that the assertion is true, since there exists communication between

any two agents in A.

Q.E.D.

The lemma above shows that our weak notion of communication is guaranteed

to hold for every two agents in the population. Hence the simple condition that

there exist relations between enough agents (connectivity of the graph), leads to

firll communica.tion of an indirect nature in the class of economic agents. A class
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~f ec~nomic agents which satisfies this condition on this weak, indirect notion of

communication between agents is just a population.

With this ellaboration of the primitive concept of a population in the back of our

mind we now introduce a full definition of an economy, based on the two primitive

notions, namely that of characteristics space S and that of population (..4, V).

Definition 2.4 A pair {(A,V),i} i~ deftned ae an economy if (A,V) ia a popu-

lation and E : A-~ S ia a mapping endowing every agent in the population with

certain individual characteri~tic~.

ln words: an economy consists of a class of economic agents with as well social as

individual characteristics. These social characteristics are expressed in the social

stnictureZ as described ia the population (A, V) of which these agents are a member,

and all agents are endowed with a certain collection of individual characteristics by

the mapping E.

In the sequel we will only deal with economies based on the notions of popu-

lation and characteristics space as defined above. In this note we will not address

any problems with respect of economic behaviour involving a!1 characteristics as

described in the ec~nomy, but merely with the consequences of the social structure

as imposed on the population ~í agents. "Chis social structure imposes certain con-

straints on the economic behaviour of the agents in the economy. It is our purpose

to disclose these constraints in full detail, and this note is only addressing them

partially by observing the consequences of the social position of the agents in the

population.

Henceforth we will "forget" about the individual characteristics of the agents

in the economy, and merely focus our attention to a description of the power of the

agents which is fully based on the agents' (social) position in the population.

The main tool to describe the position oí an agent in the setting of a population

in an economy is the concept of network. This notion was already introduced in

~So we actually get an economy which is defined as a class of individual agents endowed with
a social structure, which also imposes constraints on the behaviour of these individual agenta. In

this particular case we get an economy with limitations on the abilities of communication between

agents. There is no longer jree communication between agents.
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Gilles and Ruys (1988) in a more general setting, and the paper of Gilles, Ruys

and Shou .lilin (1988) is specially devoted to the existence problem of networks in

the most general situations. It turns out that in our finite economies there is no

problem with respect to the question oí existence of a network. Before we will give

that result we formally introduce the concept of network in our setting, and give

an informal interpretation of that notion.

Deflnition 2.5 Let {(A,V),E} 6e an economy, and let (A,V) be its population.

A collection of agents N C A is a network in {(A,V),E} if it satisfies the following

condition.9:

R.eachability The collection of subsets {F(a)~a E N} is a covering of the set of

all agents A.

Connectivity The graph (N,V~N) is a connected subgraph of (A,V), where V~N :-

VnNxN.

Minimality Them exists no agent a E .A such that the class N`{a} ia also satia-

fyáng as well the reachability condition as the connecticity condition.

A collection of agents N' C ,.4 is a pre-network in {(A, V), ~} if it satisfies the

reachability condition and the connectivity condition.

First of all we. remark that a pre-network or network is just a group of agents with

a specific position in the social structure of the economy or population. Hence a

network is nothing more than a coalition with specific properties with respect to

handling information in this economy. We will elaborate this point of view in the

next paragraphs.

On the technical level we note that every network in an economy {(~l, V), E}

is always a pre-network in {(A, V), E}, but that the other way round is not always

true. (A network can also be defined as a minimal pre-network, with respect to

set-theoretic inclusion. 'I'his remark is íormally proven in Gilles, Ruys and Shou

Jilin (1988) in the mure general case of a.rbitrary populations.)

Forcnally a pre-network N' ~- A is defined as a collection of agents in the

economy {(A, V), ~} such that any a.gent in the economy has a direct relation with
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a member oí N', and the pre-network itselí is connected, i.e., the members of a

networks can communicate ( indirectly) with eachother through eachother. 5o a pre-

network can be seen as a corrernunication device. Because all agents in the economy

are directly related to a member of the pre-network, and the members within the

pre-network are (indirectly) related with eachother, it is quite plausible to see such a

collection of agents as a group of economic agents who can handle a certain stream

of information. Such a"stream" has to be as general as possible, and so we do

not exclude the demand for a certain commodity or service as such a"stream" of

information.

A network N c- .A is formally defined as a specia.l pre-network, namely one

in which there is disposed of superfluous agents, where a superfluous or disposable

agent in a pre-network is defined as an agent who does not directly influence the ba-

sic connectivity and reachability conditions of a pre-network. Hence the minimality

condition is just a crude efficiency criterion, which says that disposable agents, or

in more game-theoretic terms "dummies", have to be disposed of. So a network is

a minima.l collection in a population (A, V) of an economy {(A, V), ~} which can

act as a communication device as sketched above.

From the definition of a(pre-) network it is not clear which stream of iníor-

mation ha.s to be handled by that particular ( pre-) network, but only that this class

of econornic agents is ahle to handle such a stream. Which stream of information

will actually be handled by the ( pre-) network is not only depending on the social

structure oí the population in the economy, but also on the individual character-

istics of the agents in the collection which forms the (pre-) network. We remark

that in this respect a(pre-) network can he seen as a guild or trade union. (In the

middle ages gttilds were the trnions of agents in the economy which had a particular

trade. An example of such a guild is the one of the blacksmiths or the carpenters.

So guilds were the only organisatiorrs which were allowed to handle certain classes

oí information, mostly the deliverance of a certain class of commodities or services.

Every carpenter had to be member of the guild of the carpenters, and so all eco-

nomic activity with respect to products of carpentry were handled by that guild.

Hence we may conclitde that guilds are just pre-networks, and especially powerful
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gttilds are ne.tworks, since they protect their trade by putting very high standards

on entrance. Deterence of entry in a guild is a sign oí being a network?!)

Now it is also clear that we rather have networks to handle information than

pre-networks, since pre-networks are more inefficient in the sense that there are

disposable agents handling information. This criterion is however somewhat ad hoc,

a.nd a more thorough approach to this efficiency problem has to be developed in the

time to come. A basic theory which formally states that networks are more efi'icient

in handling information than pre-networks has to be founded on a!1 characteristica of

the agents in the econom,y, and so not only on the social structure of the population

(A, V) of the economy {(A, V), ~}.

Beíore going into detail on the use of networks in establishing an index of the (social)

power of the agents in the population (.A, V) in the economy {(A, V), ~}, we give

some results on the existence of networks. Besides that we give some descriptive

results on how to construct a(pre-) network in a given population. First we however

claim that in any economy based on a population and a characteristics space there

always exists a network.

Lemma 2.6 ( Gilles-Ruys) Let {(A,V),E~} 6e an econom,y. Then there extiata a

network in {(A, V), E}.

PROOF

Let (.A, V) be the population in the economy {(A, V), E'}.

Now again endow the set A with the discrete topology. Then it is a compact

topological space. Hence by application of the existence result 3.8 of Gilles and

Ru,ys ( 1988) we arrive at the conclusion tha.t there has to be a finite network within

(A,V), and hence in {(A,V),E}. (Note that all conditions of theorem 3.8 in G-R

are satisfied.)

Q.E.D.

Before we go on by stating some descriptive results on networks in a finite economy,

we deal with some notational problems. First of all in the sequel we fix an economy

{(A,V),E} with the pair (A,V) as its population. Moreover we denote by tY C
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2A the collection of all networks in {(A, V), E}3, and by rY' C 'LA we denote the

collection of all pre-networks in {(A, V), E}. We remark that the following relation

holds:

O~~C rY'C2A

We are now able to sta.te some descriptive results on the nature and the algorithmic

computation of (pre-) networks in the economy {(A, V), t"}. These statements are

all based on some elementary notions in graph theory. It is noted that the notion

of network as developed in Gilles and Ruys ( 1988) is similar as the one developed

in this note. So all basic results as presented in that paper are needed in order to

say something on networks and pre-networks in settings as defined above.

Proposition 2.7 For every network N E iY in the e.conomy {(A, V), E} there exiete

a~panning tree (A,W) of (A,V) euch that N is a network in the reatricted economy

{(A, W), t-}.

PROOF

We shall construct an a.lgorithm in t,he economy {(A, V), ï"} to derive and compute

the desired spanning tree.

Let N E~ be a network in {(A, V), E}.

Note that for every agent a E A`N it holds that

({a} x N) n V~ 0

(This is jrist a rewriting of the reachability condition of N.)

Hence for every agent a E.~4`N take an edge w~ E({a} x N) n V.

Moreover denote by (N,V') a spanning tree oí the subgraph (N, (N x N)nV). Then

nbviously we ca.n clefine (.A,W) as a, spa.nning t.rec~ of (.A,V) where

W:-- V' l-~ {wQ~a r- A`N}.

We now prove that N is a network in {(A,W),E}.

3Note that networks are just sets of agents with a specific position within the socially structured

population (A,V), and therefote in the economy {(A,V),E}. Therefore we always have to denote

these certain groupos of agents as networks withàn the context oí a cettain economy. A netywork

on its own does not exist!
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Reachability :

For every a E.A`N it holds that w~ E W. Hence the reachability condition

is trivially satisfied.

Connectivity :

Since V' C W it is obvious that the graph (N,(N x N) (1 W) -(N,V') is

connected.

Minima.lity :

5uppose that there exists an agent ,0 E N such that the subset N`{p} is

a pre-network in {(A, W),E}. Then we can show, because oí the fact that

W C V and that ( A,W) is connected, that N`{p} is also a pre-network in

{(.A, V), E}. (This is an obvious fact, and therefore ommitted.) This is how-

ever in contradiction with the assumption that N is a network in {(.A, V), E},

i.e., N E ~ .

This completes the proof of the assertion.

Q.E.D.

This result in fact states that if we construct all spanning trees in (A, V) and we

compute all networks in those spanning trees, then the class which we then get

contains the collection oí all networks iY in (A, V). To make life easy we can give

a full description of a network in a tree. We can even give an algorithm for the

computation or construction of such a network in a tree, and moreover we can

characterize such easy computable classes of agents as pre-networks in the economy

{(A, V), i"}. These results are summarized in the following proposition:

Proposition 2.8 Get (,A,W) be a apanning tree in the population (..4,V) of the

economy {(.A, V), E}.

(a) There exiata a unique network in the reatricted economy {(.A,W),E}.

(b) The network in {(A,W),E'} ia a pre-network in the economy {(A,V),E}.
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PROOF

Proof of (a)

If ~A c 2 then it is clear that (A,V) itself is a tree containing no more than

two nodes and at most one edge. Therefore the assertion becomes trivial for this

situation. Hence in the sequel we assume that ~A 1 3.

We define A:- {a E A ~ ~Fy~,(a) - 1}, where Fyv(a) :- {~3 E A ~ (a,~i) E W} C

F'(a). So .A is the class of so-called "pendant" agents of the tree (.,4, W). This class

is non-empty.

Next we define N :- .A`A. Since ~A ) 3, it is obvious that N ~~. We now show

that the set N is a network in {(,A, W), ~}.

ReachabiIíty :

This is obvious by definition of N.

Connectivíty :

This is a natural consequence of the connectivity of the spanning tree („4, W),

and the definition of ,.4.

Minimality :

Let ~i E N. Now consider the collection N`{~3}. We have to deal with to

cases:

i. ~({Q} x N) n W- i.

Then there is at least one ry E A with (~i,ry) E W. This means that

N`{(i} cannc~l reach ry in one step, i.e., reachability is not satiafied for

the collection N`{,0} in (.A, W).

2. ~({p} x N) n W? 2.

Let ryl,ry2 E({~3} x N) n W with ryl ~ ry2. Now take out the edge ((3,ry1).

Then ryt cannot reach ryz anymore within the restricted graph on the

subset oí nodes N`{Q}. (By definition of a tree.) So the collection N`{p}

cannot be a pre-network within the restricted economy {(A, W), E}, since

it does not satisfy the connectivity condition.
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Moreover there is no other network in the restricted economy {(A, W), i}.

Suppose the contrary and assume that M~ N is a network in the restricted

economy {(A,W),E'}, then it is obvious that M fl A ~ 0. But a pendant agent

is obviously non-relevant in a pre-network, i.e., it can be disposed of without de-

stroying the reachability and connectivity properties of M. Hence M`A is also a

pre-network in {(.A, W), E}. This is a contradiction.

Proof of (b).

This is now evident from the construction of all relevant objects above. Moreover

the definition of a pre-network gua.rantees tha.t reachability and connectivity are

satisfied.
Q.E.D.

We summarize the results of the two propositions above by introducing some ad-

ditional notation. Let ~ the collection of all spanning trees in the graph (.A, V).

Then we define the following class:

lY :- {N~N is the network oí {(A,W),E}, where (A,W) E~}

Now we can reformulate the results above in the following corollary.

Corollary 2.9

O~~YC~C~I''C2A

PROOF

From proposition 2.8 it follows that the collection iY consists of pre-networks in

{(A, V), ~}, and hence iY C~'. Secondly from proposition 2.7 it follows that

any network in {(A, V), E} is also a network of some restricted economy on some

spanning tree of (.A, V). So ~Y C iI'.

Q.E.D.

3 Hierarchical network systems

In this section we will introduce hierarchieal network ay~tem~ (HNS) in an economy.

We will use such systems in the definition of power indices as sketched in the
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introduction. A HNS just describes a sequence oí networks within networks. The

economic idea of this concept is that a certain "stream" of ínformation in the society

or economy is handled by some network in that economy, but that within that

network there is another sub-network - in the restricted economy on that network

- which takes care of the handling of the information within the network itself. In

that sense we get a hierarchical ordered sequence of networks within networks, all

taking care of one particular information flow in the economy.

Before we are able to introduce this concept formally in the framework as

developed in the previous section, we have to deal with some notational conventions.

Take a fixed economy {(,A, V), E} and let E C A be some collection of agents in

that economy. Now we denote by (E,V ~E) the partial graph (E, V fl (E x E)) of

the graph (A, V). Moreover for every class E C..4 we have the following mappings

FE : E-a 2E and ~pE : E-~ liÍ, where J1~ is the space of natural numbers or integers.

For any agent a E E these mappings are defined by:

FE(a) :- {b E E~(a,6) E V}
...e.

~PE(a) -- ~i FE(a)

To complete our notational conventions we denote for a given set S the collection

P(S) as the collection of all subsets of S, excluding the empty set. Hence if S

is finite, then ~P(S) - 2~S - 1. Moreover for n E J`Í we denote by Pn(S) :-

P(P" '(.S)).

With the notational conventions above we are able to formulate the concept of

hierarchical network system in the context of the model as presented in the previous

section.

Definition 3.1 I,et {(.A,V),E} 6e an economy. The mapping ~Y : P(.S) ~ Pa(S)

is the hierarchic network mapping for {(A, V), E} if for every eubaet E C .A it

hold~ that

~Y(E) -{N C E~N ie a network in (E,V~E)}
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It is clear that ~Y -~Y(A). Moreover, based on the existence result lemma 2.6, we

are able to formulate the following corollary:

Corollary 3.2 Let {(A, V), f. } be an ec,onomy and ~Y its hie.rachic network map-

ping.

Then ~Y(E) ~ 0 if and only if (E,V~E) is connected.

In the seyuel we take a fixed economy {(A,V),~} and we will denote by ~Y its

hierarchic network mapping. ( So this symbol does not longer denote the collection

of all networks in {(.A,V),1"}.) Within this framework we are finally able to define

a hierarchical network system.

Deflnition 3.3 A finite sequence (N~,...,Nk), k E l~i, of aubsets of A is called a

hiernrchical network system (HN,SJ in {(A,V),E} if it satisfiea the following

properties:

1. for every 1 C i C k: N; E~(A) ;

,~. (NI,V~NI) ia a connected subgraph of (.A,V) ;

3. for every 1 C i C k- 1: N;~1 E~(N;).

Note that by the properties of a HNS ( Nl,..., Nk), k E 1v, it follows that for every

1 L i ~ k- 1 it holds that ~Y(N;) ~ 0. Moreover we are able to give the nezt

characterization of a HNS. ( Since the proof is an easy eonsequence of the definition

of a HNS we leave it to the reader to prove this result.)

Lemma 3.4 For every economy {(.,4, V), E}, with ~.A 1 3, there exists an integer

M c~.A - 1 such that if for every HNS ( Nl, ..., Nk) with k~ M it holda that

~Y(Nk) - {Nk}.

This result leads to the following definition of a special class of HNS'es in an econ-

omy.
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Dcfixiition 3.b A hierarchical ne.twork ey~tem (N~, ..., Nk), k E 11ï, in the econ-

omy {(A, V), tï } ie proper if Nl - A, for e.very 1 C i G k- 1 it holda that

~Y(N;) ~ {N;}, and finally cY(Nk) - {Nk}.

The basic idea of the definition above is that in an economy {(A, V), E}, it is only for

proper hierarchical network systems evident that they are involved in the handling

of iníormation stre.ams in the society. It is plausible that non-proper hierarchical

network systems are not interesting at all with respect to this economic aspect. For

an example which illustrates this feature we refer to the next section. To illuminate

the special property of a proper HNS we state the following result.

Proposition 3.6 If the eequence (Nl, ..., Nk), k E 1~Í, ie a proper HNS in the

economy {(A,V), t'}, then Nk ie a singleton.

PROOF

This follows triviall,y from t,he fact that if N C A is a singleton, then ~Y(N) -{N}.

Otherwise, if ~Y(N) -{N}, then by the previous results, especially propoaitions 2.7

and '1.8, the subgraph (N, V~N) has to be a spanning tree consisting one node.

Hence N itself is a singleton.
Q.E.D.

The next step in the construction oí the two power indices we define the collection 1-l

as the class of all proper hierarchical networks systems in the economy {(A,V),E}.

Hence

~-( :- {(N,,...,Nk)~(N,,...,Nk) is a proper HNS in {(A,V),E}}

We remark that tiince A is a finite set, the colle~ction 7-l also has to be finite.

Moreover it is clea.r tha.t ~-t possessses a tree-like structure. This means that for

every two proper HNS'es ~, t; E 7{, with ~ - (Nl, . . . , Nk) and ~ - (Ml, . . . , M~), it

holds that if N, - M, (r G min{k,l}), then N, - M, for all 1 G s C r.

The principle underlying the two power indices is called the baaic counting rule,

and gives a principle rule of ineasuring the power of an agent in some ( proper) HNS.

Before formally defining this basic counting rule in the setting of the framework as

constructed above, we have to define some more tools first.
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DeBnition 3.7 Let E i-- A be a collection of agent~ auch that the graph (E,V~E)

ia connected, and !et N C E. Now we define the mapping cpÉ : E--~ 1V by

WF(~);-p ifaEN;

~pÉ(a) :- ~{~0 E N~(a,(3) E V} if ~ E E`N.

Remark that for every set, E C A it holds that ~pÉ - cpÉ - 0.

Now we are able to define the basic counting rule:

Deflnition 3.8 (Basic counting rule) Let E C A be a collection of agenta auch

that the graph (E,V~E) ia connected, and let N E~(E). Moreover let the weight-

function 6e given 6y W: A ~ Q. Now the mapping rIÉ (W, .) : A~ Q ie the

counter with reepect to E, W, and N if

~1É(W,a)-~ if~EA`N

rlÉ(W,a) - 0

rlE(Wi~) - ~bEFeta)`N

if a E N and FE(a) C N

w(e) otherwiee.
ws ~6)

The following example illustrates this basic counting rule for a very simple economy,

with limited communication possibilities between the agents in the economy.

Example 3.9 This example shows the usefulness of the basic counting as defined

above with the use of an economy {(A,V),E} of which the population (A,V) is

given by the graph as drawn below.

Hence in this economy the set of agents is given by A-{a, b, c, d, e, f}, while the

set of direct relations is V-{(a, 6), (b, c), (c, d), (c, e), (d, e), (e, f)}. This also makes
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clear that in this economy the agents e and e have more "power" (which is yet an

undefined notion) than the others. There are several networks in the economy. All

consist oí three agents and the network N-{b, c, e} E ~Y is analysed in the next

diagram: ~D
In fact this diagram analyses the proper HNS ~:-- (A, {b, c, e}, {c}) E~{. The

black dots are the members in the first real network in this HNS and the circled

dot is the network within this network. The active relations of the other agents in

the economy with respect to the network {b, c, e} are denoted by arrows instead of

straight lines.

Next take for the weight function W the unit function, i.e., for every agent

a E A the weight jl'(a) - 1. This leads to the following counting procedure with

respect to the network N:- {b, c, e}:

~l.t(W,a) .- 0

~lÁ(W, b) - ]

~á(W~c) - z

rtÁ(W,d) - 0

~Á(W~ e) - 1 z

n~(i~,f) - o

The following definition gives the vertical power index which is based on a simple

applicati~n of the basic counting rule. Before wc give this definition we make

another notational convention that for every proper HNS { F?{ of the economy

{(A, V), E} we denote by 2(~) the length of ~, i.e., if ~- (Nl, ..., Nk) then e(~) - k.

Definition 3.10 (V-Index) Let {(.,4, V), E} be an economy, and let 9-l denote the

collection of all proper hierarchical network ~y~tem~ in {(A,V),i}.
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(a) The mapping v: .A x ~í --~ Q ia given 6y

~(f)-1 "N.{'(1'~)
v(~,~) .- ~~-i ~(E)-1 if e(~) ~ 1

22

v(~, ~) :- ~ if e(~) - 1

(b) Denote 6y H:- ~?{ the numóer of proper HNS'ea in {(.A, V), E}, then the

vertical power index or the V-index ia given 6y the function v: A--~ Q

auch that

v(a) :- ~ fL, ~(a,~)

It is easy to see that the V-index is just counting the external connections with

respect to a certain element in a proper HNS. So the power of an agent in an

economy is measured with respect to his external relations when he member of a

certain network in a proper HNS. Note that these external relations are counted

without a weight, since in the definition above the weight function W is equal to

the unit-function, i.e., W- 1. In this respect, although this power index is easy to

compute, it is less useful. Therefore we propose another power index which is based

on weighted external relations of agents as member of networks in proper HNS'es.

This leads us to the following definition of the so-called W-index:

Deflnition 3.11 (W -Index) Let {(A,V ), E} 6e an economy, and let 7-l denote

the collection of all prope.r hierarchical network ayatema in {(A,V),i}.

(a) Let ~ E 7-[ with t; -(N~, ..., N~), then the weight function WE :.A -~ Q~` ia

given 6y

I~'~.1(.) :- 1

H'E,t(-) -- rlNV;-,(IYE,t-i,.) } 1 for i- 2,...,k.

(b) The mapping w :.A x 7-L -~ Q ia given 6y

1(E)-i n,v;~'(K,~.~'a) f (~)~(a,~) .- ~:-i ~(f)-i
i Q ~ 1

~(o,~) -- fi if P(~) - 1
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(c) Denote by H:- ~I-L the number of proper HNS'ea in {(A,V),E}, then the

weighted vertical power index or the W-index ia given 6y the function

u~ : A--~ Q such that

~(a):- H ~ ~(a,~)
EEx

It is clear that these V- and W-indices are measuring both only external relations,

and that the W-index is weighting these external relations through counting the

importance of the agent with whom one has this relation. So you get power through

relations with other powerful agents in the economy, considering that one is a

member of a network in a proper HNS. In that respect the W-index is more useful

than the V-index, although the difference in "normal" cases4 may not be too big.

This is confirmed in the nc:xt section, which is devoted to some examples.

4 Concluding remarks

This concluding section of this discussion note is devoted to some statements and

examples which shed some light on the difference and equivalence of both the V-

and the W-index. First we give two examples in which these indices are explicitly

computed for a given (finite) economy with a certain population. With the use of

these examples we may state something on the nature of both the V-index and the

W-index. We conclude this section with some remarks on a formal comparison of

both indices as defined in this discussion note.

Example 4.1 This example is in facl, ana.l,ysing the ec,onom,y {(,A,V),E} as given

in exarnple 3.9, where the ec~noiny was given by a. population with the following

stnicture:

4The definition oí the notion of "normal" cases is not given in this discussion note. It ahould be

noted that such a notion can only based on results, in which we are able to atate some conditions

undet which the two power indices, as defined in this note, ate equivalent. ( In this case equivalence

is defined as an otdering property, i.e., v(a) 1 v(~i) if and only if m(a) ~ w((3).)
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We now can compute that there exist 4 proper hierarchical network systems in this

economy, all with the length 3. Hence ~7-L - 4 and if ~ E 7{ then e(~) - 3. For

every proper HNS we can give pictures as also given in example 3.9. Below we give

the four diagrams ~~f the four proper HNS'es in this economy.

Diagram 1 pictures ~~ :- (A, {b, c, e}, {c}):

Diagram 2 pictures ~Z :- (A, {c, e, f}, {e}):

Diagram 3 pictures ~3 :- (.A, {a, b, c}, {b}):~D
Diagram 4 pictures ~4 :-- (.A, {a, f, e}, { f}):
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We can summarize the the counting procedures íor the two power indices for this

economy {(A,V),E} in'the following two tablesb:

TABLE FOR V-INDEX

1 2 3 4
a 0 0 0.5 0.5
b 0.5 0 1 0
c 1.25 0.75 1 0
d 0 0 0 0
e 0.75 1.25 0 1
f 0 0.5 0 1

V-index
- 0.25 -
0.375
0.75

0
0.75
0.375

TABLE FOR W-INDEX

1 2 3 4
0 0 0.5 0.5
0.5 0 2.5 0
2.5 0.75 1 0
0 0 0 0
0.75 2.5 0 1
0 0.5 0 2.5

W-index
0.25
0.75

1.0625
0

1.0625
0.75

From the example above we immediate learn that the only difference between the

two power indices is that the W-index measures "second-order" effects while the

V-index ignores them. It is clearifying to note. that these second-order effects, as

we can call them, are only measured for those agents who are member oi a"second

and beyond order network", i.e., networks within networks and so on.

The next example sketches this difference even fiirther. In that example we

will consider a somewhat more complex proper HNS, consisting of more than three

elements. 1t turns out that in such an economy, in which the communication struc-

ture is e.ven poorer than in the previous example, some agents get even more mo-

nopolistic influence on information streams in the economy, and therefore are more

powerful. This is illustrated by the size of their power index in as well the V-index

as the W-index. Again a stricking difference tietween both indices is illustrated by

this second example.

SOn the horisontxl axis is given the number of the proper HNS, which is aleo the number oí the

diagram. On the vertical axis ia given the symbol of the agents in the economy.
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Example 4.2 Consider an economy {(A,V),t"} in which the population (A,V) is

given by the following graphic illustration:

b

a

c

The only important agents in this example are denoted by the black dots and are

numbered a through d. The collection of all proper hierarchical network systems

in this economy consists exactly of two element, i.e., 7{ -{~1i~z}, where ~1 -

( Nl, NZ, N3i N4 ) and ~Z -( Nl, NZ, N3, Ná ) such that Nl - A, NZ -{a, b, c, d},

Ny -{b, c}, and finally Nq -{b} and N4 -{c}. Again we can give the values of

the V-index ancl the W-index in a table. (We exclude the "dummy"-agents from

this table to make things more clearer. Hence we only include the subset of agents

{a, b, c, d}.)

a
b
c
d

V-INDEX

SI S2

0.333 0.333
0.833 0.5
0.667 1
0.5 0.5

0.333
0.667
0.833
0.5

VV-INDEX

~i ~z
0.333 0.333

2 0.833
1.167 2.167
0.5 0.5

0.333
1.417
1.667
0.5

Again we may conclude that the difference between the two indices is especially

with respect to second-order effects. In this case these second-order effects are

substantial. However, again these effects do not affect the ordering of the agents

in the power indices. In this specific example the ordering of the relevant agents

is unambiguous for both power indices: c~P b~p d~a a, where Y.p is a uniform

"power"-ordering with respect to both the V-index and the W-index.
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The last example studies a situation in which there is no uniform ordering of the

agents in the economy with respect to their power, measured by the V-index as

well as the W-index. )Jach index gives another ordering of the relevant agents in

the economy.

Example 4.3 Consider an economy {(A, V),E} for which the population (A,V) is

structured as in the graph below.

We remark that in this economy there are k~ agents in direct relation with agent

a, while there are another k2 agents in direct relation with agent c. Note that

these agents do not have internal relations, i.e., the agents in the "kl"-group are

having only relations with agent a. This leads to the conclusion that the only

relevant agents in this economy are consisting of the set {a, b, c}. Moreover there

is only one proper hierarchical network system (HNS) in this economy, namely

~ - (A, {a, b, c}, {b}).

We may also conclude that all three agents a, b and c are crucial in the sense

that they form a bridge between the two groups of agents in the economy. (The

numbers kt and kz may be quite large.) This is also expressed by the power indices,

but one can see a crucial diflerence with respect to the valuation of the power of

agent b in this economy:

a
b
c

V-INDEX
kl --

2
k,

W-INDEX
k,

. .

k,}kZf2
k2
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I~~spi~cially if wc assiune that thc~ numbcrs k~ ancl kZ arc considerably largr.,

there is a striking clifferencc in the valuation of agent b in this economy with respect

to the two power indices. The V-index gives 6 only the value of 2, which is much

smaller than the value of both other agents a and c, while the W-index gives agent

b the huge value of kr f kZ -} 2, which is much larger than the valuations of both

other crucial agents in this economy.

Again we conclude that the difference is an effect of second order communica-

tion. When communication is indirect, then agent 6 always has to involved, either

as a receiver or as an intermediair. Hence for longer communication, this agent is

crucial, while in the case oí direct communication, he is practicly worthless, i.e., at

least less powerfrrl than both other crucial agents in this economy. We may conclude

that the V-index only measures the "direct communication" position of the agent

in the social structure of the economy, while the W-index measures the "indirect

communication" position of the agent. This crucial difference is a basic property in

the case of a comparison of both indices.

To make some remarks with respect to a formal comparison of these two power

indices, we (informally) first state some definitions to start with:

Let {(A, V), E} be an economy. The V-index and the W-index are equivalent in

{(.A, V), E} if íor ever,y agent a E A it holds that for every other agent Q E,A,

Q~a:

v(~) ] v(~3) ~ w(a) 1 w(,0)

From the examples above we learn that in both first economies this statement is

valid, and hence both the V- and the W-index are equivalent in those economies. In

the third economy however we have a. problem with respect to agent b, and hence

in that economy the two power indices are not equivalent. We also note that there

are no cycles in the structure of the population in that economy. this leads us to

the following conjectures with respect to a formal analysis of the comparison of the

two power indices:

Conjecture 4.4 In an rconomy {(,A, V), f. } auch that the population (..4, V) ie a

graph-theoretic tme, the V-index and the W-index are not equivalent.
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Conjectnre 4.5 Ij the e:conomy {(.A, V), E}, with population (,,4, V), has a rich

enou,qh social structure in the sense that there are "enough" cyclea in the grnph

(A,V), then the V-index and the W-index are equivalent.

We conclude this disc~issi~n note with the remark that we not only can try to find

conditions under which the V- and the W-index are equivalent for some economy,

but that we also can try to weaken the requirement of equivalence of the two power

indices. This leads to new concepts such as "comparability" and "similasity", which

in a different weaker way measure the difference betwéen the two power indices. This

analysis on its own may lead to new indices which measure the power of agents in

socially structured economies.
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